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DoxxyLover 2 weeks ago

I was told by a doctor to never take a medication that was an experimental drug unless in a controlled trial. With that advice and
Greg having great guests bring vax awareness, I haven't had one shot. Don't take flu shots, nothing. .

Thank you Greg for all of your hard work.

86 likes Reply

Driver1259 2 weeks ago

They didn't skip any testing, they knew the animals, rats mice, monkeys died when injected with the cv19 injections. Their tests
were succesfull and they pushed on. I will not give the WHO, WEF, a pass on this. The goal was to kill people, as many as they
could. And they killed a lot and many more to come. Get smart or get died, including your family. ? survival of the fitest ? Smart
or Stuped ?

52 likes Reply

DebbieCC 2 weeks ago

Thank you so much for this interview. My mother passed away earlier this year. I am convinced it was the Vax. No one would
listen to me because she was elderly. But she was fully vibrant until 18 months after the vax, she was dead.

46 likes Reply

Deanbeans 2 weeks ago

Thank-you for your diligence in reporting on this. It's badly needed in Canada! In my family circle we lost ZERO to covid. Since
June 2022, we have lost TEN. Not all blood relatives. All jabbed/boosted. They include a 21 yr old cousin who died in her sleep
from heart failure. My 53 yr old sister aso died of the same in her sleep, as did 42, 53 (x2) & 54 yr old cousins. Then my step-
mother in Jan 2023 from pulmonary fibrosis. The ICU Drs admitted quietly to my sister that it was the shots that injured her
lungs, but they cannot say it out loud for fear of losing their licences. I also have a friend who was first diagnosed with
pulmonary fibrosis, & has now been diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer. Never smoked a day in her life. My dad died from rapid
onset dementia & a broken heart in June 2023. Prior to the shots he was fairly healthy & active. In October 2023 my
granddaughters 39 yr old father died walking up a flight of stairs, from a massive blood clot to the heart. My sister's step-
daughter died from heart failure in her sleep, as did her stepsons young wife. Also gone now are several friends loved ones who
were fairly young. Heart attacks, multiple organ failure, cancers, thrombocytopenia. I'm bracing for the worst.

I have friends still working inside nursing homes & hospitals. The stories I hear are nothing short of horrifying. 30% of residents
just had their 7th injections along with their flu shots. Whereas it was only on occasion that ambulances were called to that LTC
prior to the vaccines being given, they are now a DAILY event. Sometimes more than one per day!

Hospitals used to snark at folks coming in, & patients were treated with disdain for not having had their covid vaccines. Now
when people come in dreadfully sick, nurses are asking them, "Did you take any of those Covid shots?" They're now asking
because they KNOW the truth!!

Thanks again - to both of you! God bless & keep you both safe!

45 likes Reply

GreenTea369 2 weeks ago

Mark Crispin Miller is such a smart man who has been persecuted for simply pointing out the truth.
He's a man worth listening to. Thank you

37 likes Reply

Mrjimbojambo 2 weeks ago

The truth is, everyone who pushed to have people fired if not jabbed should be executed. That would be justice in its purest
form.

29 likes Reply

Lorrainespeaks3 2 weeks ago

Excellent guest. Straight shootin, clear and concise informative talker. Great video to give to those on the tipping edge of
hearing our plea.

29 likes Reply

demonsamongus 2 weeks ago

Love Mark, Honorable man, God Bless.

26 likes Reply

drjshull 2 weeks ago

I discovered the corruption 30 years ago uncovering the dangers of aspartame, which had been covered up by Big Pharma &
Rumsfeld 20 years before that - a 50 year coverup that’s still in place. It’s been corrupt a very long time and many people
harmed by the diet sweeteners, too.

22 likes Reply

JerryAlatalo 2 weeks ago

Bill Gates' Ted Talk is where Gates politely suggested a 12% reduction in world population - most shockingly, without identifying
or describing or explaining the specific reasons for his clearly psychopathic depopulation/eugenics-based intent-to-mass-
murder statement.

20 likes Reply

PF4 2 weeks ago

Thank you for this information and interview. So much truth

18 likes Reply

LaKak 2 weeks ago

We should be calling the MSM what they really are, modern day "Brown Shirts"

18 likes Reply

noneofyourbusiness 2 weeks ago

everyone that forced these vaccines should have to get every C19 shots and every booster as well as the flu, RSV as well as any
that children have to attend school.

15 likes Reply

cjpwi 2 weeks ago

All human life is precious.

12 likes Reply

Kamakura 2 weeks ago

More on the Bill Gates golden billion can be found here: https://english.ahram.org.eg/News/502446.aspx

10 likes Reply

KahoaRoad 2 weeks ago

It seems strange that Israelis would accept mandatory injection of the WHOLE population with an experimental so-called
"vaccine" gene-therapy developed by a GERMAN company after surviving the attempted Final Solution 75+ years ago....

10 likes Reply

Superstudio 2 weeks ago

Thoroughly enjoyed this episode. I’ve signed up to Mark’s substack too.

10 likes Reply

TonyDobek 2 weeks ago

WHAT'S WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE?? YOU SHOULD ALWAYS TRUST YOUR GOVERNMENT!! THEY KNOW BEST! NOW GET
IN THE BOXCAR!

8 likes Reply

terogers77 2 weeks ago

Greg, Laura Ingram had Dr Pierre Kory on her Fox News program just this week.

6 likes Reply

drjshull 2 weeks ago

I’m surprised they’d give the vaccines to the Queen.

6 likes Reply

Tinkerplatz 2 weeks ago

The covi bio-weapon death campaign was an intelligence test placed upon a corrupted population by diabolical psychopaths.
About 66.6 per cent of the population failed this basic morality test.

6 likes Reply

Mervok 2 weeks ago

it was 10 to 15 percent

5 likes Reply

Ventura123 2 weeks ago

Greg I hope to see you on UK Column. You do a great job. You should be widely known outside the U.S..

5 likes Reply

Arktos99 2 weeks ago

Now, vaxxed people who get Covid just say, but the vax keeps me from being hospitalized or it would be worse if I hadn't have
been vaxxed, so they're still enchanted.

5 likes Reply

PatrickHenryLives1 2 weeks ago

I am amazed that I'm still seeing the medical community advocating for and pushing these "vaccines" and the pharmaceutical
industry still running advertisements for them. How many people have to have adverse reactions before someone in authority
finally wakes up and understands what we're seeing is a crime? Literally.

5 likes Reply

Samantha171 2 weeks ago

Great man
Yes I agree human forget after 1 month at max

4 likes Reply

Ridingfenceline 2 weeks ago

Where does the invasion of the west fit into the eugenics program?

4 likes Reply

kaiserbill1888 2 weeks ago

Excess deplorables

4 likes Reply

CivicChick 2 weeks ago

I see the deaths of vaxtards and pushers as a good thing. Do I wish for it? No. But when it happens, I think to myself we are that
much closer to saving the republic. I am NOT holier than thou, and given the lack of morals of the LEFT and RINOs, it's good
that Jesus takes them off the planet Also, I believe in the everlastingness of the soul and in reincarnation (no one except Jesus
got it right in the first incarnation; we come back for our souls' growth, which isn't possible in paradise). They didn't die; they
went back home.

I feel tremendous sorrow for those who were FORCED: minor children, people w/dev disabilities, and entrapped elders.

About Trump touting the jab: Weren't we told that he had Big Pharma sign a contract? I don't think he's cynical enough to think
they outrightly violated the terms, so of course he's going to tout it. I'm a supporter, but I did my own research and did not take
it. The same is true of many Trump supporters who are not sycophants.

4 likes Reply

scholarandrogue 2 weeks ago

people can wake up. but how many do not want too? how many have lifestyles vested in the pertro dollar largess? how many are
willing to let it be as long as their lifestyles are not affected? it is a question of moral corruption. the hedonists far outnumber the
stoics. the fence sitters and normies are in the way. they are the very same king of people that would hamper some one they
know from defending themselves.

4 likes Reply

jakarta99 2 weeks ago

I know of four people personally that I highly suspect died due to the jab.

(1). A man I work with had a pregnant 19 year old daughter that supposedly went to sleep at the wheel and drove off the road.
The problem is she never hit the breaks and from the length she drove until wrecking, she should have woke up and tried to
regain control of the vehicle, thus changing the place the vehicle ended up.

(2). A perfectly healthy man I worked with, a supervisor who I know very seldom missed work, retired and decided he and his
wife wanted to go on a cruise. At that time the cruise lines demanded "vaccination." He and his wife took the jab, a few weeks
later he dropped dead on the ship, supposedly due to a heart attack.

(3). A person I have worked with had a 20 year old son. He was under the care of a doctor as he did have diabetes. Thus, I don't
know for certain but I suspect he was given the jab. He was asleep on his couch one evening. He woke up, stood up and then
dropped over dead, again supposedly due to a heart attack. A twenty year old man.

(4). A manager I know well was telling me about a friend of his. He was about the same age, around forty-ish. I know this
manager had told me he went to get the jab. I suspect his "good friend," had the same mind set on the jab and I suspect he took
it as well. Either way, his death was very shocking to my friend. He was out hunting and they found him dead in his hunting spot,
supposedly of a massive heart attack. The guy was in his mid forties. And this was during the very height of people lining up to
get the jab.

Maybe not all of these are from the jab, maybe all of them are. Regardless, if even two of these are from the jab, and each one of
us eventually know two people that die from the jab, that will be a catastrophic event of mass murder dished out to us by an evil
globalist cabal.

4 likes Reply

JayDee123456 2 weeks ago

Mark Crispin Miller is a treasure. Thank you from the UK 

❤

4 likes Reply

ContrarianArtist 2 weeks ago

The incoming psyop is UFO's and aliens. It's really ramping up a lot.

4 likes Reply

edgar615 2 weeks ago

Good show Gentleman 

👍

3 likes Reply

HQQualifier 2 weeks ago

Thank you for the upload Gentlemen, we knew what time of day it is. There are many people that are falling into the spell of their
ways and are headed for a fall. Its persons like yourselves that reach the fence sitters, and are able to get them off the fence
before they fall, thank G-d!

3 likes Reply

kickatree 2 weeks ago

Referencing the term "golden billion" :

https://yandex.com/search/?text=%22golden+billion%22+bill+gates&lr=21348

This Russian search engine filters NOTHING!

3 likes Reply

garryshea303 2 weeks ago

Justin Bieber tour dates 2024

Jun14 2024
Canceled
Inglewood, CA, US

Kia Forum

3 likes Reply

AzMountaineer 2 weeks ago

BIOWEAPON, it is designed for an ELE. Kudos Greg, my brother in Jesus Christ

3 likes Reply

Rick1791 2 weeks ago

It's unfortunate to say, but the "adverse reactions" of the shots haven't been acute or stark enough to wake enough people up.
The world is crazy nuts. I don't want more damage from these shots. But I want justice. And there will be no justice without the
outright evidence of direct damage caused by them.

3 likes Reply

Hayseed37 2 weeks ago

Thanks, Greg, for giving Dr. Miller another platform for his very important work.
Here's a short reminder of the propaganda barrage Miller refers to (about 4 min)
https://twitter.com/FatEmperor/status/1736179032842993830
Here's the truth of the matter, a study from Sept. 17, 2023 https://expose-news.com/2023/12/08/censored-the-study-that-
shows-a-staggering-17-million-deaths-after-covid-vaccine-rollout/ Article includes links to the study itself and a 12' interview
with the study's authors

3 likes Reply

speedster1104 2 weeks ago

I know people who are getting joint pain after the injections. Something is wrong for sure.

3 likes Reply

smichal 2 weeks ago

Good to hear Mark mention the late night (CIA) talk show ‘comedy’ hosts — some of my family members follow these late night
loons religiously, and yes, these family members are very sadly multiple jabbed.

3 likes Reply

BondInstitute 2 weeks ago

24:20 In his TED talk Bill Gates talked about reducing the global population by 10-15%
This would amount to 800 million to over 1 billion.

3 likes Reply

Drawer5291 2 weeks ago

Someone please Tell me how do you get thought to one's family members that have been deceived and lied to by institutions?
That in times past we would put all our confidence in the Doctors , Pharmaceutical companies we rely on to keep us health the
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SweptOverNiagara 2 weeks ago

Well done. I never took that Covid shot either. As for any shots, never again!!!

16 likes Reply

ThatGarageGuy 2 weeks ago

Same nothing I'm fine

5 likes Reply

BelieveOnJesusChrist 2 weeks ago

People are not looking at what went down,
1) graphene was found in the 2019 Chinese flu vax and it caused mass deaths in China.
2) Images of those deaths were used to fear monger people into taking swab tests laced with more graphene.
3) Swab tests caused weird flu like illnesses
4) These illnesses were used to trick half the planet into blindly lining up and allowing themselves to be injected with the
same injections that started all of this in the first place!
Now we are seeing the exact same thing happening worldwide as we saw happen in 2019 China!

5 likes Reply

Drawer5291 2 weeks ago

So many of the Doctors in the world I live in ,were pushing the experimental drug like it was life saving medicine, backed
up by a false science..We now know that it was a genticide drug and many doctors need to be in prison for accomplices
of mass murder.

4 likes Reply

USAWatchdog 1 week ago

More evidence: https://www.thaimbc.com/2023/12/06/dr-mike-yeadons-address-to-the-members-of-uk-parliament-
4th-december-2023/

1 like Reply
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Dougie1955 2 weeks ago

They didn’t test the length of time that was required with animals and they hid the fact that many animals had died.

6 likes Reply

KundaliniandCellTowers just now

The controllers bet the ranch on this rollout. My assumption is that they did a lot of trials on prison populations in
China and elsewhere prior to this rollout. The broad contours of the deaths that would follow were known in
advance. They would not have risked so much political and financial capital were a successful depopulation
outcome not known in advance.

Delete

BelieveOnJesusChrist 2 weeks ago

What people need to come to terms with is where the "id" in covid came from?? We know the cov comes from sarscov2
but what about the id? The media tried to say the i in id comes from the second letter in the word virus and the d comes
from the first letter in disease! First off we do not use single interior letters of a word for abbreviation and secondly
sarscov2 is not a disease! The ID in covid means exactly what it has always meant, identification! This whole thing is the
successor to what Edward Snowden exposed,
SARS-COV-ID-2019

2 likes Reply

BelieveOnJesusChrist 2 weeks ago

The deaths caused by these injections are just acceptable byproduct of the unseen powers that be trying to track the
entire planet. Every person who took one of these injections are now emitting a Bluetooth traceable biometric ID. Ive
tested this out on a vax injured coworker, everywhere he went I was able to track his movement using the BLE Bluetooth
scanner app. Anyone can try this out on their vaxxed friends.

2 likes Reply

Michel52 4 days ago

I saw a New Zealand whistleblower stated that 17 million have died globally after the inj. And 20% of NZ's injected have
died.

0 likes Reply
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sheenausa 5 days ago

Certificate Of Vaccine ID
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sozk 2 weeks ago

didn't trump sign some bill in sept 2019 that allowed emergency rapid rollout of vaccines? all before we had even heard
of covid...he's part of the cabal

1 like Reply
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That in times past we would put all our confidence in the Doctors , Pharmaceutical companies we rely on to keep us health the
Government that suppose to be a mouth piece for all the people and not the deceiver of many. The Media is suppose to be our
last line of defence in questioning the corrupt activities that stand to destroy the people and it's country and not be a
propaganda arm of the corrupt corporation's ,mega tech companies. All the three letter secret agencies which are suppose to
be keeping this country and it's people safe from destruction from outside governments are allowing the country from being
destroyed from the inside. Not only those opposing powers but Principalities and powers refer to spiritual entities or forces
operating in the heavenly realm. These entities exercise authority and influence, albeit in opposition to God’s purposes. They
represent a hierarchy of evil beings that oppose the reign of Christ and seek to disrupt the advancement of God’s kingdom. I
guess in the end we have to pray and rely on our Lord and Jesus Christ to intervene on his children's behalf. Come our Savior
and God.

3 likes Reply

PointOfKnowReturn 2 weeks ago

RFK Jr is the only one calling it what it is. Trump called it a "beautiful vaccine" at his rallies, and Biden told us to "get the damn
shot". Sounds like USAWD should set up an interview with the only 2024 presidential candidate who is telling the truth about
the CV19 takeover of humanity.

https://rumble.com/v3z9n2k-rfk-jr.-explains-what-the-covid-response-was-really-about.html

2 likes Reply

Ktripjax 2 weeks ago

Greg is waking up

2 likes Reply

samculp 2 weeks ago

I thought the queen was one of the elites. Killing off their own?

2 likes Reply

speedster1104 2 weeks ago

Me either. 62 and I work for Amazon. The job keeps me fit and I love it

2 likes Reply

BelieveOnJesusChrist 2 weeks ago

People seem to forget that Putin made his citizenry take injections(Sputnik V) that had all the same ingredients as the Pfizer
injections! Everything we've seen in the media for the past 3 years is designed to distract away from the fact that half the world
were just poisoned multiple times! As soon as the Texas federal judge ordered the FDA to release the Pfizer data Russia
supposedly attacks Ukraine, that was the first distraction. The 2nd distraction was a SCOTUS abortion memo magically getting
leaked the same week as the 2nd batch of Pfizer documents were set to drop. The 3rd distraction was SCOTUS overturns Roe v
Wade without provocation while a abortion loving democrat administration is in office! Then the whole Israel Palestine "conflict"
breaks out over nothing. Now they tried to say China has a spy satellite over the US, everything is a distraction!

3 likes Reply

pttrubel 2 weeks ago

Agree- the media has been horrific and now drives so much BS. They have gone from nudging to pushing! Journalists are slaves
to their masters!!

2 likes Reply

GreekMonster 2 weeks ago

Bill Gates was talking about vaccinating children in Africa so that their parents wouldn’t have so many children not that we need
more vaccines to kill people. Even he’s not that dumb to say that out loud. Please push back on this because your other gas also
mention. it is taken out of context. Other than that good guest.

2 likes Reply

osamabinlaughin 2 weeks ago

But for an injected person to wake up would mean wondering if any ache or illness is going to kill them. That’s a majority of the
species. What kind of world will that look like. We are in the age of regret which will turn to fear and anger once it is impossible
to ignore. I’m not looking forward to it.

2 likes Reply

disillusionist 1 week ago

What an outstanding interview. It's the cold hard truth about Covid-19 vaccines.

2 likes Reply

EarthAngel44 1 week ago

There is no way that the queen had that poison jab. I don't believe it for a moment.

2 likes Reply

MariadasSantos01 2 weeks ago

Thanks Mr Hunter and Dr Miller a salutary walk through the modern version of the elites' determination to hold us plebs down.
The elites hate clever kids,fast kids,brilliant kids for they are a possible threat to their position. Real open scholarship is rare as is
sportsmanship only the connected,particularly here in the UK,make it through the academic process to enter the most elite
universities whilst those places left over are for very, very rich and paying punters. The sportsmanship is denied the pleb
population,but encouraged in some foreign elite athlete,how dare you notice that attribute! But of course real talent bursts
through when the elite are not expecting it, remember 1995 and the near demise of Micrososft as the Gates mafia did not see
the internet,he nearly lost it altogether and his hatred of pleb thinkers escalated.

1 like Reply

Kamakura 2 weeks ago

More here on Bill Gates’ “golden billion”: https://english.ahram.org.eg/News/502446.aspx

1 like Reply

KittyBunny5 2 weeks ago

Please interview Dr. William Makis!
Dr. Miller, Ed Dowd, Physicians at FLCCC, et, al are the Heros/ Heroines in this horrible time. And Greg Hunter. God Bless each
and every one for risking your lives and livelihoods.
Thank you for your efforts and sacrifices to save us.

1 like Reply

Howardtduck1 2 weeks ago

Pysop of Hollywood-" Who was Thanos?"

1 like Reply

KickingAss 2 weeks ago

Great interview Greg, always love these history lessons. We need more people to explain how evil infiltrates Gods army.

1 like Reply

ElwoodSee 2 weeks ago

👏🤨

 . . . 

👋😉

Hey Greg, Merry Christmas; UR favorite "TROLL" here, 

🤔

 SO Dr. Miller touched on some sensitive areas for you
eh

❓

 DIDN'T seem you were "flinching" so much at the close, you rethinking that CLIFF HIGH interview I`m SURE you've been
pondering & avoiding

❓

MIGHT be one of UR BEST YET ya' know; exploring Cliff's Bible research , all this KERFUFFLE about the ELOHIM, the Khazarians
. . . the ISRAELIS. 

😉👉

JUST SAYIN'

1 like Reply

martintc 2 weeks ago

IT was 10 or 15% of the population. I think I still have the clip.

1 like Reply

RevoRanger 2 weeks ago

RyanCole. "...well, get out the popcorn."

1 like Reply

7deacons 2 weeks ago

Thanks Greg!

1 like Reply

oldschoolcounselor 2 weeks ago

This was a clear and thorough summary that should be widely viewed.

1 like Reply

TPRMan 2 weeks ago

Join us here for revolutionary commentary and pertinent information https://t.me/theplutocracyreport

1 like Reply

Allenbradley12345678 2 weeks ago

At 4m30s Bill Gates starts talking using vaccine among other things to reduce the population by 10 to 15%.
https://rumble.com/v41jmgt-cv19-vax-was-rolling-thunder-global-propaganda-mark-crispin-miller.html

1 like Reply

madteo 2 weeks ago

Love Prof Miller.
It's irrefutable that for Big Harma a healthy person is as good as a dead one. On one hand we have an on-going democide but
the program to turn everyone into a lifetime customer of Big Pharma seems to have started in the early 20th century with
Rockefeller Medical Research Institute now University. the Flexner Repor, etc.

1 like Reply

ingdur 2 weeks ago

at the end he says what schools should do : they should learn to think for themselves. What schools do now, is raise parrots

1 like Reply

IsraVarga 2 weeks ago

is Rumble going hacker attacks??? ehy the servers are so slow..!!

1 like Reply

UKDanC 1 week ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QraNOxqDztQ&t=1657s

1 like Reply

Cutefox 1 week ago

DEDPOPULATION, ALL EVIL ROADS LEAD TO THE EVIL VATICAN. BLACL POPE/ANTICHRIST. MARK OF THE BEAST
INCOMING.

1 like Reply

Pastorius23 1 week ago

Where can I find the evidence that the Israeli military was told to stand down for 8 hours on 10-7? I have seen this claim made,
but I have not seen the articles in Haaretz that Mark Crispin Miller refers to.

1 like Reply

Rickards 1 week ago

https://rumble.com/v3vyvzv-the-fall-of-minneapolis.html

1 like Reply

JA1717lie 1 week ago

come on the new york times netanyahu is demonized like trump

1 like Reply

Mageew 1 week ago

Trump had a very difficult decision to make. It was between the vaccine and some other evil plan, which the globalists were
planning that would’ve killed more people. That’s why he went with the vaccine. These evil people are doing many things to
depopulate the world. These people worship Satan and are doing the work of is Satan What they intend for evil God will use for
his purposes and for good. if you know the Scriptures, then you will not understand why I said that but if you know the account
of Joseph and his brothers in the Scriptures you’ll see why I said it. The gospel message is very simple so that even a child can
understand it. Jesus died for your sins, and he was buried and on the third day he rose from the grave, defeating death. His
promise is that all who believe on Him and call on his name, will be saved from hell, and given eternal life to be spent in heaven.
According to the Bible, your soul will spend eternity in one of two places and YOU decide where that place is going to be.. the
Bible tells us there is Salvation in no other name, but the name of Jesus. Jesus is the only Savior, and the only one who can save
your soul.. Choose wisely because where your soul spends eternity depends on what you do with Jesus He will be either your
Savior or your judge on judgment day.

1 like Reply

Michel52 4 days ago

I read a short while ago the Israeli posterboy who got one of the first injections died of a heart attack at just 8 years old.

https://newsaddicts.com/bill-gates-wef-implicated-global-depopulation-plot/

1 like Reply

Michel52 4 days ago

https://newsaddicts.com/wef-calls-useless-humans-eliminated/

http://newsaddicts.com/bill-gates-wef-implicated-global-depopulation-plot/

Poster boy for injections in Israel recently died of a heart attack at just 8 years old...very sad.

1 like Reply

SweptOverNiagara 2 weeks ago

Someone recently told me that a co-worker had an appendix attack a few weeks ago and had to go in for surgery. We're in
Canada, btw.
Another great interview!
My latest post:
https://www.publish0x.com/the-brave-new-world/fed-holds-rates-for-third-consecutive-month-xyqejxd?a=olej2VXPej

0 likes Reply

pdeloach 2 weeks ago

Great information. Thank you for your report!

0 likes Reply

DJTrumpisPresident 2 weeks ago

Thank you both so very much.

0 likes Reply

USAWatchdog 2 weeks ago

Try This: https://www.thaimbc.com/2023/12/06/dr-mike-yeadons-address-to-the-members-of-uk-parliament-4th-
december-2023/

1 like Reply
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edgar615 2 weeks ago

Greg did take the poison

0 likes Reply

E

AProudPatriot 2 weeks ago

Greg Hunter took the posion?? Having a hard time believing that. I dount that, much like what Miller says about
the Queen and other congress members taking the posion. WTF

1 like Reply

USAWatchdog 2 weeks ago

Not no but HELL NO to the CV19 vax and I have never taken a flu shot either.
Greg Hunter

4 likes Reply

Gayleh1002 2 weeks ago

He said previously he did not take it

0 likes Reply

edgar615 2 weeks ago

He didn’t mistake on my thumb 

👍
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